Criterion: View Your Student’s Assignment Feedback

1. From the home page, select the class by checking the selection box:

2. From the Activity Tab, click directly on the student’s assignment Attempt. NOTE: You can also click on Outline, which will show whatever outline the student created if you enabled that when you created the assignment. Attempt will show the actual writing sample they submitted and the feedback they received. (In the example below, the student submitted a writing sample 4 different times.)
3. When you click Attempt, the next page displays the most recent writing sample and the Response the software provided. Across the top are tabs for each category of auto generated response feedback, (Organization & Development, Grammar, Usage, Mechanics, Style), along with the number of possible errors for each category in parenthesis:

4. The Organization & Development tab displays the sub categories and the number of sentences or words within them that should be reviewed:
Similarly, you could also view the auto generated feedback for the other tabs by clicking on the tab and then the sub category. In this example, 3 fragments are highlighted:

NOTE: The software will sometimes categorize typos as extra articles or fragments etc. When an error type is selected, they can also refer to the Writer’s Handbook.

The Writer’s Handbook button gives a pop-up explanation of that kind of error along with examples so they can learn how to identify and correct them. Students should be reminded that this software isn’t perfect, and they should actively double-check feedback it gives them. Criterion helps reinforce the concept that improving a piece of writing is an iterative process, and that their overall skill is developed over time with this kind of conscientious practice.
5.  Click on the **Results** tab to view a graph for the various categories of auto generated feedback. **NOTE:** This is simply a quick visual representation of the information found in the **Response** tab.
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**Writer’s Handbook**
**Section: Grammar**

**Purpose of this section**
This section provides information on the following grammar errors:
- Fragments
- Run-on Sentences
- Dotted Sentences
- Subject-Verb Agreement Errors
- Word Form Errors
- Pronoun Errors
- Punctuation Errors
- Spelling or Meaning Words
- Punctuation

Criterion can provide feedback on many grammatical and sentence structure errors, but not all of them. Use this section to help you correct errors. Check with your instructor if you do not understand how to resolve the errors that are highlighted.

Some grammar errors are caused by mispelings or mistakes in typing. When Criterion identifies a typing or spelling error that might be causing a grammar error, the feedback message will let you know. The feedback is Prused to final points out errors that are difficult to notice or classify. Often these errors occur when a word is missing, an extra word is added, or the wrong form of the word is used.

6.  Click on the **bar graph** of each category to view a detailed feedback of its sub categories and what section to reference in the **Writer’s Handbook**. In this example, the student appears to have the most trouble with **spelling**:
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**Writer’s Handbook**
**Section: Mechanics**

**Purpose of this section**
This section provides information on the following mechanics errors:
- Spelling
- Missing Capitalization of Proper Nouns
- Missing/Extra Capitalization in a Sentence
- Missing Question Mark
- Missing/Extra Punctuation
- Missing Apostrophes
- Missing Commas
- Missing Hyphens
- Misspelled Words
- Misspelled Words
- Extra Commas

Criterion can provide feedback on a variety of mechanics errors. But not all of them. Use this section to help you correct errors. Check with your instructor if you do not understand how to resolve the errors that are highlighted. Some errors are caused by mispelings or mistakes in typing. Use the feedback to help you edit and proofread your essay.